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	Introduction

	OpenGUI is a GUI library performed in Pascal language standard by Miroslav Kharchuk. OpenGUI implements a paradigm of openability and modularity in design of graphic user interface [OpStandards] and enables a developer and/or end-user to design own graphic components and styles and link them with a framework or configure in run-time.

	OpenGUI is being developed under the general project of "GUI for EFLIB" (led by Johan Larsson [EFLIB]) and supposed to become a part of it and a standard in approach in GUI design.  OpenGUI source code will be available freely under General Protection License. Documentation is also available.

	This article presents a general picture for OpenGUI model, as well as Open LogiX (framework-predecessor of OpenGUI) and shows a flexibility in using this approach.




       	Standards of designing GUI

	Let us to refer to standard approach in design of GUI, taken almost all manufacturers of operating systems.

	When new operating system is being developed, manufacturer defines in advance what look this product will have, that is, what user interface it will be supplied with. Frequently, GUI properties are defined and stored in one of the system kernel modules (executables or dynamic libraries)  (see Figure 1).
        	This approach leads developers and end-users further to deal with a  "fixed" graphic style of this particular system.

	If we take, for example, a progress of Microsoft Windows,  we obviously notice that GUI has been changed together with a "jump"  from version 3xx to 95/NT. Nevertheless all those changes were hidden from the user's view point, because of deep substitution in GDI.EXE -basic module (were graphic interface is described).
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	Figure 1.    Kernel and GUI standard architecture  (eg  Windows).

	Thus, user could not influence on the general line of developing the GUI.

	Developer is existing in better situation because he can access and  modify some parts of GUI libraries, if such are presented together with an OS by manufacturer and are open more or less for
modifications. It particularly concerns some non-commercial releases of Unix and Linux, providing a source-code libraries including graphic shells.
        	In this case developer can use inheritance or subclassing (if we speak about OO-technology) from kernel objects in order to produce new components, styles or modify existing.

        	In either case, user and/or developers have to follow a graphic style from the OS and design new graphics by means of remaking and compilation the source code.

        	However, there exist some other approaches in design GUI,  particularly one that has been implemented in early work of the author namely "Open LogiX".




	Open LogiX history

        	Open LogiX [OLX], [OLX-CASE] is a framework for MSDOS platform with wide support for vary graphic components and multi-GUI emulation. It has been developing by author during 1997 year and nowadays is grown upto a system standing between advanced API/GDI library and small operating system.

        	It provides following basic features:

·		windows GUI (with all standard operations on windows)
·		protected 32-bit mode
·		SVGA VESA Graphics (upto 24-bit 1280x1024)
·		in-built run-time visual editor for user interface
·		add-on window modules (see Figure 2)
·		multi-GUI library of visual components
·		Drag'n'Drop functions
·		emulation of GUI for 5 existing OS (inc. Windows, OS/2 Warp, Macintosh,
	Silicon Graphics)

	This was an attempt to make GUI friendly to people coming from different OSes and platforms.


               Kernel		 	 - OLX -       Add-on window modules

	   - File system
	   - Low-level resources handlers
	      (images, fonts, animation)
	   - Windows handler
	   - Tasks handlers
	   - System applications				        .....


	Figure 2.   OLX  "Add-On" architecture.
	
	In this article we concentrate on multi-GUI emulation features of OLX which is considered a predecessor of OpenGUI. An overview of multi-GUI architectures is given in brief in [MultiGUI].
	All visual components (ie control elements) and windows of OLX support simultaneously 5 GUI styles, enumerated above. If some new component is added (using in-built visual editor) in run-time to the window, it automatically takes a look of the OS style, selected for this window. On other hand, if some component is being "exported" from the window with one style to the window with other style, it changes a look ordered by owner (target) window.

        	OS style can be changed (using context menu) to other predefined for OLX (see Figure 3).
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	Figure 3. Early OLX GUI architecture.


        	There exists (to author opinion) a great disadvantage in such approach, implemented in early OLX GUI architecture. All specifics (coloring, metrics etc.) are predefined in the source code for windowing toolkit library. So, if one would like to add some new style or change existing, or even remove or hide some component of the window, it would take him to intrude into sources, learn them and, then, rewrite it to his wish.

        	Nevertheless, this dilemma could be resolved by providing an alternative inner architecture laying in the basis of windowing toolkit. A sketch of such architecture for GUI is given in
[MultiGUI (Model 2)].

        	Nowadays, this model is set as a basis for OpenGUI and described below in details.




	Basic principles and inner structures of OpenGUI

        	Let us dismantle an ordinary window frame. We have a number of building components in each frame, more or less, which can be or not. Usually, assemblation the frame is provided while a writting a source code; for example, in OOP, developer should describe all fields of the class “Frame “ (has/has-no title line, status-line, menu-bar etc.). After compilation, source code with this class becomes a concrete frame viewable on the screen.

        	However, we could provide instead a so-called "AppearanceMask" for unificated (any) frame designed for ANY operating system.

	Figure 4 shows the fragment of code for class "tUniFrame" which is directly responsible for painting the frame using the mask.



    (* Unificated Frame (ie prototype for all kinds of the frame) *)

Type
  pUniFrame = ^tUniFrame;
  tUniFrame = Object

      Private
      .....
      Public
      .....
        {#Z Fields for Add-on MultiGUI support, @SEE-ALSO #GSTYLES.PAS# }

          (* Window Interface Style and AppearanceMask *)

              ITFSrc: String;  (* name of interface styles resource file *)

          (* a set of IDs for ROC involved into assembling a window *)
      AppearanceMask: MaskComposition;

          (* pointer to interface style add-on, registered in ITFRegister *)
                pITF: pInterfaceStyle;

      .....
          (* check all building components and change a cursor if necessary *)
        Function  CheckCursorShape (x, y: Integer): String;
      .....

  End;


	Figure 4. AppearanceMask of the universal frame (fragment).



	The simplest way of using such mask is indicating (by some mark), whether some building component takes a part in assembling the window or not. So, we can configure "an appearance" (look) of the frame even at run-time.

        	Classes of building components are described in separate unit and instances of these classes are to be stored in an external stream (file). When we instantiate a desirable component from the stream, then we can "link" it with the active frame, checking in appropriate item of the mask.


	An AppearanceMask is a linear array containing the identification names of the instances of the classes. Each item is responsible for only one predefined class of building component as shown on the Figure 5.









        .....
        ITFSrc="Win95-NT.ITF"
        Mask={
           tROBorder="Border_1"
           tROCorners="none"
           tROWorkspace="Workspace_1"
           tROMenuLine="MenuLine_1"
           tROTitleLine="TitleLine_1"
           tROStatusLine="StatusLine_1"
           tRONoticesMargin="none"
           tROTab="none"
           tROShadow="none"

           tROReleasedBPanel="none"
           tROPressedBPanel="none"
           tROBevel="none"
           tROStick="none"
           tROTextBox="none"

           tROTitleButtons="TitleButtons_1"
        }
        .....

	Figure 5. Items of the frame mask (an example).

	This list could be potentially extended for new building components.


	Customization GUI parameters

	Let us consider a sample of the file-descriptor wherein the instances of building classes are stored. This file is written in C++ -alike syntax and contains a number of classes which could occusionally take a part in assembling a window frame (see Figure 6). That is, a user can potentially include the samples of each class given in this file.


        Interface "GUI Windows 95/NT" {

         ID="None"
         Designer="Miroslav A. Kharchuk"
         Version="ver 1.00 rough, Feb 22, 1998"
         .....
         Class "tROWorkspace" {

          Name="Workspace_1"
          Cursor="IMAGES\arrow_1.cur"

          Data {
            ImgSrc="IMAGES\ground3.bmp"
            FillingType=1
            RGBColor=(176, 180, 180, 0)
          }
         }


         Class "tROTitleLine" {

          Name="TitleLine_1"
          Cursor="IMAGES\arrow_l.cur"

          Data {
            Height=32
            FillingType=1
            RGBColor=(100, 100, 200, 0)

            IconSrc="IMAGES\dino.ico"
            Font={"FONTS\marriage.fnt", (0, 1, 1, 1)}
            TextAlign=1
            IsIconUsed=1

            Ruler=2
          }

         }
         .....
        }

	Figure 6. Fragment of interface description file (building classes).




	For example, there could be declared a number of window borders (normal, thin, thick and others). All are belonging to the class of 'tROBorder' (see Figure 5 above), in other words, are the loadable instances of this class. OpenGUI loads them all on the moment of starting up a system and arranges in a special linear dynamic lists, then providing an easy access to any at run-time.
	So, we could take any of  loaded borders for a concrete frame, or alternatively, change a look of the border any time, say, using some visual tools. All metrics are recounted in the process of drawing a frame.
        	Thus, frame gets a new border, colored in other manner and having an other thickness.


        	Shape-control facilities for cursor are also automatically supported.

        	If we take a 'tROTitleLine' -class, for instance, there much more parameters could be variable. For example, style of background (solid, bitmapped), presence/absence of an identification icon, style of the font used for drawing a title etc.

        	We could use this file as a loadable toolkit and combine described components for building modal/non-modal frames, info-windows, prompts and warnings and other possible.









	Cross-platform support



	Now, there some interface modules for emulation of GUI for several existing OSes are at the developer's disposal, partcularly, Windows 95/NT, Windows 3xx, Apple Macintosh, OS/2 Warp and own test GUI for OpenGUI.
	These files are movable enough for usage on different platforms (both hard- and software). They have a human-understandable format (text) and can be updated, overriden or written "from scratch" even by an end-user.

        	On other hand, source code is written in PASCAL in such a manner, that is no used the complicated and specific constructions which take place in some dialects of PASCAL, eg Delphi (clauses "Class", "Overriden", "Exception" etc.). It means sufficient level of abstraction in writting the sources to keep good portability now for some platforms.


        	The only level in OpenGUI hierarchy, which should be completely replaced on the target platform, is a low-level graphic stuff, providing point, linear and bitblt operation and constants. Usually, the platform presents some primitives on either hardware (built in video cards) or software (graphic drivers library) level.





	Prospectives for OpenGUI applications


        	A usage of the OpenGUI library is possible in at least two ways.

First, the OpenGUI components and structures can be embedded into windowing graphic interface of the existing or designed systems. It means, that the class eg "tWindow" or "tFrame" includes such mentioned elements as "AppearanceMask"; method "Paint" (and some auxiliary methods) should also be overriden (overlapped) with OpenGUI's proper.

	Second way is, particularly, based on a special approach of support  for X-forms  in Unix'es (eg Linux). In this way, X-forms should "smoothly" be integrated with OpenGUI, thus producing new architecture for building the windows/forms.

        	In either case, no changes for a streamming the data (taken  in  OpenGUI)  is needed, so "add-on" interface modules occur automatically portable.



	Resume


	If we assume a manufacturer of the large-scaled windows systems taken a conception for support OpenGUI principles, it would give such potential benefits :

        	- 100 %  resource-orientation for building components of  interface,
	- C++ -alike structural language for text resources,
        	- cross-platform GUI emulation (including rootless and mixed interfaces),

        	- X-form support,
        	- an opportunity both for developer and user to re-design and  modification of GUI styles,
	- compartibility with existing standards and graphic formats (color schemes, images, fonts, 	  cursors, others) [OpStandards].

	Today,   OpenGUI project is almost finished and there exists a demonstration release for platform of MSDOS. Simultaneously, the library is being ported onto Linux by means of FPK (Frei Pascal Kompilator).

	Especially for OpenGUI there has been designed a cross-platform Visual Components Library (VCL) which contains many visual components ranging from ordinary ones such as button, checkbox etc. to components for design (palettes, gradients, scalelines etc.) and complcates text-editors and browsers for databases (in future - WWW-browser in view of  “seamless” integration with Internet).
	All components are scalable and auto-adjustible (depending on correlation of vertix/horizon sizes; eg scrollbars, scalelines etc.). Some of components have such properties as “Dockable” and “Scrollable” (for example, text areas, listboxes etc.).

        	There are the plans of porting it in GNU-Pascal and for Windows environment.
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